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013.11.0Abstract In this paper, for multi-rate wireless local area networks (WLANs), a modiﬁed protocol
in Medium Access Control (MAC), called Modiﬁed Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data
(MCARD) based Directional Antenna using half wave length dipole in Uniform Circular Array
(UCA) topology is proposed. MCARD gives remote stations chance to send their information
by using intermediate stations (relays) to Access Point (AP) at a higher data rate based practical
antenna. As can be seen under MCARD, a relay station transmits its information before forward-
ing information from the source station because it uses directional antenna. Analytical results and
simulations show that MCARD can signiﬁcantly improve system quality of service (QOS) in terms
of throughput under different channel conditions.
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University.1. Introduction
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
standards [1–4] have been globally accepted and adopted to
provide wireless broadband access services in ofﬁce, home
and city hotspot areas. They can support multiple transmission7059094.
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07data rates according to the channel conditions between wire-
less users (or stations) and Access Point (AP). Speciﬁcally,
Fig. 1 shows an IEEE 802.11b WLAN [2]. Zones I, II, III
and IV contain A, B, C and D stations respectively, which
use the data-rates of 11, 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps to access the Access
Point (AP). Stations F, E and D are considered low data rate
stations at Fig. 1. These stations have negative effects on
performance of overall throughput in the network. Comparing
to stations B and A which have high data rate stations but low
data rate stations occupy the shared communication channel
to transmit its ﬁxed packet to AP, such as reason for reducing
the channel efﬁciency and overall system performance [5]. To
improve link capacity, transmission reliability and network
coverage in multi-user wireless communication networks, we
propose concept of cooperative communication which allowsaculty of Engineering, Alexandria University.
Fig. 2 Geometry of the UCA with M elements.
Fig. 1 Multi-rate IEEE 802.11b WLAN.
34 A. Magdy et al.multiple users or stations in a wireless network to coordinate
their packet transmissions and share each other’s resources,
thus achieving cooperative diversity or user cooperative
diversity [6–13]. As a promising application of cooperative
communication in multi-rate WLANs, a low data-rate station
can use a neighboring station as a relay to forward its informa-
tion to the AP [14–19]. For example, in Fig. 1, station-E in
zone-IV can use station-A to relay its information to the AP,
instead of directly transmitting it to the AP at a low data-rate
of 1 Mbps. As station-A is located in zone-I, its transmission
data-rate to the AP, i.e. the data-rate between the relay and
the destination Rrd is 11 Mbps. If the data-rate between the
source and relay stations, Rsr, is also 11 Mbps, then the
maximal effective data-rate over this two-hop communication
path is 5.5 Mbps, which is much higher comparing to the ori-
ginal one-hop data-rate of Rsd = 1Mbps between station-E
and the AP. This relay-type cooperative communication can
effectively improve network coverage, transmission data rate
and reliability, and system throughput in WLANs.
In [20], the omnidirectional is considered, where the other
neighboring nodes cannot use the same channel to another
transmit and relay node cannot send its own data until receive
source’s data. This behavior effects on the delay and through-
put comparing with smart antenna which can give more reli-
ability to other neighboring nodes to use the same channel
and give opportunity to relay node to send its data indepen-
dent the source node. In this paper, a result MCARD can
achieve: (1) potential beneﬁts for the relay station in coopera-
tive communications; (2) both cooperative diversity gain and
multiplexing gain in MAC layer; (3) further increasing in sys-
tem throughput.
As can be seen the reminder of paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents signal model, design of antenna and
estimation of steering problem. Section 3, The system model
is presented. The proposed MCARD protocol with three algo-
rithms for source stations, relay stations and the AP, respec-
tively, are described in detail in Section 4. An analytical
model is then derived to analyze the throughput performance
of MCARD in Section 5. Analytical and simulation results
are presented and discussed in Section 6, followed by our con-
clusions in Section 7.2. Signal model and steering analysis
We assume that l narrowband sources from far ﬁelds in the
directions of H= [h1, . . . , hl] are impinging on the array
consisting of M elements. The received signals are modeled
as:
xðtÞ ¼ AðHÞsðtÞ þ nðtÞ
where A(H) = [a(h1), . . . , a(hl)] is array manifold, s(t) =
[s1(t), . . . , sl(t)]
T is the l source signals at time t, and n(t) is
the additive white Gaussian noise which is not correlated to
the signals. We assume a Uniform Circular Array (UCA)
with identical antennas and uniform spacing d, h is the azi-
muth angle as shown in Fig. 2. Where r is the radius of the
array, and h0 = 2p/M is the angle between adjacent elements.
U is elevation angle measured from the z-axis. The response
of the mth sensor to the ith signal is given by:
amðhiÞ ¼ ejWmðhiÞ
where hi lies in (0, 2p) and Wm is given by:
Wm ¼ 2pr cosðh ðm 1Þh0Þ=k
Here antenna design using half wavelength dipole for each
element in array which electric ﬁeld can be written:
Amplitude feeding for each element in array
¼ cosðcos h  pi=2Þ= sin h
In this section, acknowledge is given for how the main beam is
directed for any array of antennas in circular shape to speciﬁed
direction within this function:
Amplitude feeding for each element in array  ejcosðphi0ðmalphaÞÞKa1
where
phi0 ¼ DOA; alpha ¼ ho; m ¼ 0 : M 1; and
alpha ¼ 2  pi
M
Modiﬁed Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data (MCARD) 353. System model
As can be seen in Fig. 1, stations A and B in zones I and II are
deﬁned as high data-rate stations, which always communicate
directly with the AP and can act as source and relay stations,
while stations C–E–F–D, which in zones III and IV are low
data-rate stations, can only act as source stations and each
of them needs a high data-rate relay station to improve its
communication performance with the AP. As described in Sec-
tion 4, a low data-rate source station continuously evaluates its
high data-rate neighboring stations and selects the best one (in
terms of effective throughput or time saving) as its potential re-
lay station. Finally the source station makes decision to use di-
rect or cooperative link based on this equation:
weight ¼ 1
Rsd
 1
Rsr
þ 1
Rrd
 
Without loss of compatibility with standard WLAN protocols,
we slightly modify the standard RTS, CTS and ACK packets
to create Cooperative RTS (CRTS), Relay-Ready-To-Send
(RRTS), Cooperative CTS (CCTS) and Cooperative ACK
(CACK) packets for the proposed CARD protocol. The frame
formats of these standard and co-operative control packets are
shown in Fig. 3.
4. The MCARD algorithm
The proposed MCARD protocol consists of three algorithms
for source stations, relay stations and the AP, respectively.
4.1. Source station algorithm
1. While receiving a data packet ‘‘DATA-S’’ to transmit, the
source node senses the shared communication channel to
the AP.
2. IF the channel is busy, THEN the source node waits until it
becomes idle.
3. IF the source node is located in zones III or IV, i.e. low
data-rate zones, THEN it checks the weights of neighboring
high data-rate nodes and identiﬁes the most appropriate
one as its relay node.
4. IF the source node is located in zones I or II, i.e. high data-rate
zones, or IF no relay node is identiﬁed in Step (3), THEN the
source node uses the standard RTS/CTS protocol to directly
transmit its data packet to the AP. Go to Step (7).
5. The source node sends a CRTS packet to the selected relay
node and the AP.Fig. 3 Frame format for RTS and ACK in MCARD.6. IF a CCTS packet (from the AP) and a RRTS packet (from
the relay node) are both successfully received at the right
time instances, THEN the source node sends its data packet
‘‘DATA-S’’ to the relay node at the data-rate Rsr after a
delay of SIFS slots. ELSEIF only a CCTS packet (from
the AP) is successfully received, i.e. the AP is ready but
the selected relay node is not ready, THEN the source
nodes sends its data packet ‘‘DATA-S’’ to the AP at the
data-rate Rsd after a delay of SIFS slots. ELSE (i.e. the
AP is not ready), THEN go to Step (8).
7. IF a CACK/ACK packet is received from the AP, THEN
return ‘‘Data Transmission Successfully Completed’’. The
source node waits for the next data packet. Go to Step (1).
8. Return ‘‘DataTransmissionFailed’’.Go to Step (1) to retrans-
mit thedatapacket ‘‘DATA-S’’ after a standardrandomdelay.
4.2. Relay station algorithm
1. While receiving a CRTS packet, the relay node checks the
‘‘Relay ID’’ ﬁeld.
2. IF it is the selected relay node, THEN it waits for the next
CCTS packet after a delay of SIFS slots. ELSE it waits for
the next CRTS packet. Go to Step (1).
3. While receiving a CCTS packet, the relay node sends a
RRTS packet to the source node and the AP after a delay
of SIFS slots, then sends its own data(Data-R) with rate Rrd
destination without waiting Data-S.
4. IF the data packet ‘‘DATA-S’’ is received from the source
node after a delay of SIFS slots, THEN the relay node waits
Data-R and for a delay of SIFS slots and sends ‘‘DATA-S’’
to the AP at the data-rate Rrd. ELSE the relay node waits
for the next CRTS packet. Go to Step (1).
5. IF no CACK packet is received from the AP after a delay
of SIFS slots, or IF the CACK packet indicates only one
data packet has been successfully received by the AP,
THEN the relay node retransmits ‘‘DATA-S’’, ‘‘DATA-
R’’, or both accordingly to the AP. Go to Step (5).
6. The relaynodewaits for the nextCRTSpacket.Go toStep (1).
4.3. AP algorithm
1. While receiving a CRTS packet (from a low data-rate node
that requests a relay node) or a standard RTS packet (from
a node that does not request a relay node), the AP checks
the ‘‘Transmitter Address’’ (TA) ﬁeld and sends a CCTS
packet or a standard CTS packet, accordingly, to the
source node after a delay of SIFS slots.
2. IF a CRTS packet is received in Step (1), THEN the AP
waits for a RRTS packet after a delay of SIFS slots. ELSE
(a standard RTS packet is received in Step (1)) the AP waits
for the data packet ‘‘DATA-S’’ from the source node after
a delay of SIFS slots. Go to Step (6).
3. IF a RRTS packet is received, THEN the AP waits for two
data packets, i.e. ‘‘DATA-S’’ and ‘‘DATA-R’’, from the
relay node after a delay of SIFS slots. ELSE the AP waits
for the data packet ‘‘DATA-S’’ from the source node after
a delay of SIFS slots. Go to Step (6).
36 A. Magdy et al.4. IF both ‘‘DATA-S’’ and ‘‘DATA-R’’ are successfully
received, THEN the AP sets the ﬂag ﬁeld to ‘‘11’’ and sends
a CACK packet to the source and relay nodes after a delay
of SIFS slots. ELSEIF only ‘‘DATA-S’’ is successfully
received, THEN the AP sets the ﬂag ﬁeld to ‘‘10’’ and sends
a CACK packet to the source and relay nodes after a delay
of SIFS slots. ELSEIF only ‘‘DATA-R’’ is successfully
received, THEN the AP sets the ﬂag ﬁeld to ‘‘01’’ and sends
a CACK packet to the source and relay nodes after a delay
of SIFS slots. ELSE (neither ‘‘DATA-S’’ nor ‘‘DATA-R’’
is received) the AP does not send a CACK packet.
5. IF ‘‘DATA-S’’, ‘‘DATA-R’’ or both are received after a
delay of DIFS slots (packet retransmission), THEN the
AP updates the ﬂag ﬁeld and sends a new CACK packet
to the source and relay nodes after a delay of SIFS slots.
Go to Step (5). ELSE go to Step (7).
6. IF ‘‘DATA-S’’ is successfully received, THEN the AP sends
an ACK packet to the source nodes after a delay of SIFS
slots. ELSE the AP does not send an ACK packet.
7. A new contention-based random access period starts.
5. Performance evaluation
5.1. Channel packet error rate
5.1.1. Direct transmission
In this case, a generic node i is located either in zone I, zone II,
or in zone III or zone IV where there is no relay available. It
then sends its packet directly to the AP at a data-rate
Rsd = {1,2,5.5,11} Mbps depending on the channel condi-
tions. After sending a RTS packet with no collision to the
AP, the wireless channel undergoes one of the following four
events causing transmission failure. These events are RTS cor-
ruption, CTS corruption, DATA-S (source-AP) corruption,
and ACK corruption. If these four events denote by u, these
probabilities are calculated as follows:
Pde1 ¼ u1
pde2 ¼ ð1 u1Þu2
pde3 ¼ ð1 u1Þð1 u2Þu3
pde4 ¼ ð1 u1Þð1 u2Þð1 u3Þu4
In order to, the corresponding time duration of these events
are denoted by:
Tde1 ¼ TRTSþ TCTSþ TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 2d
Tde2 ¼ TRTSþ TCTSþ TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 2d
Tde3 ¼ TRTSþ TCTSþ
8Ls
Rsd
þ LPLCP
Rb
þ TACKþ 3TSIFS
þ TDIFSþ 4d
Tde4 ¼ TRTSþ TCTSþ
8Ls
Rsd
þ LPLCP
Rb
þ TACKþ 3TSIFS
þ TDIFSþ 4d
where d is the propagation delay. TDIFS is the duration of the
Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS) andTSIFS is the duration
of Short Inter-FrameSpace (SIFS). The probability of the station
i that uses a single-hop transmission is expressed as follow:
Pe;i ¼ pde1 þ pde2 þ pde3 þ pde45.1.2. Cooperative transmission
In this scenario, a source node transmits its data packet to the
AP via a relay node. The source node transmits its data pack-
et at a data-rate Rsr Mbps to the relay node. The relay then
forwards the data packet of the source to the AP at a data-
rate Rrd Mbps. When a source node is at data-rate 1 Mbps,
it can use a two-hop data-rates (Rsr, Rrd) = {(11, 11),
(5.5, 11), (11,5.5), (5.5, 5.5), (2, 11), (11, 2), (2, 5.5), (5.5, 2)}
Otherwise, when the data-rate is 2 Mbps, a source node uses
a two-hop data-rate (Rsr,Rrd) = {(11,11), (5.5, 11), (11,5.5),
(5.5, 5.5)}.
In the same manner as the single-hop transmission, after
transmitting a CRTS packet with no collision, there are
seven events at which the transmission may fail due to
imperfect channel conditions. These events are a CRTS, a
CCTS, a RRTS, a DATA-S from the source to the relay, a
DATA-S from the relay to the AP, a DATA-R from the relay
to the AP, and a CACK packets corruption. If these seven
events denote by w, these probabilities are calculated as
follows:
qce1 ¼ w1
qce2 ¼ ð1 w1Þw2
qce3 ¼ ð1 w1Þð1 w2Þw3
qce4 ¼ ð1 w1Þð1 w2Þð1 w3Þw4
qce5 ¼ ð1 w1Þð1 w2Þð1 w3Þð1 w4Þw5
qce6 ¼ ð1 w1Þð1 w2Þð1 w3Þð1 w4Þw6
qce7 ¼ ð1 w1Þð1 w2Þð1 w3Þð1 w4Þð1 w5w6Þw7
In order to, the corresponding time duration of these events
are denoted by:
Tce1 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 2d
Tce2 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 2d
Tce3 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TRRTSþ 2TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 3d
Tce4 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TRRTSþ
8L
Rsr
þ Tplcp
þ 4TSIFSþ TDIFSþ 4d
Tce7 ¼ Tce5 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TRRTSþ
8L
Rsd
 IðXÞ
þ 8L
Rsr
 ð1 IðXÞÞ þ 8L
Rrd
þ 2Lplcpþ Tcackþ 5TsIfs
þ TDIFSþ 6d
Tce6 ¼ TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TRRTSþ
8L
Rrd
þ Lplcpþ Tcack
þ 5TsIfsþ TDIFSþ 6d
where I(X) = 1 if Rsr < Rrd and equal zero if another state and
whereL is the datapacket length inbytes, andTplcp is the timeof
Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) header.
The probability of the node i that use a single-hop transmis-
sion is expressed as follow:
Pe; i ¼ qce1 þ qce2 þ qce3 þ qce4 þ qce5 þ qce6 þ qce75.2. Markov chain model
In [16,21,22], Markov chain model is proposed as shown in
Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 Markov chain model.
Modiﬁed Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data (MCARD) 37In contrast the previous work, the probability of transmit-
ted packet from node i is unsuccessful due to a collision or an
erroneous transmission, is calculated as follows:
P ¼ Pu;i ¼ 1 ð1 Pc;iÞð1 Pe;iÞ ¼ Pc;i þ ð1 Pc;iÞPe;i
Let si be the probability that the node i transmits during a
randomly chosen slot time and Pc,i the collision probability.
The node accesses the medium when its backoff counter reaches
zero, regardless of the backoff stage. si can be calculated in
[21,22]. Another modiﬁcation in MCARD in the successful
transmission period for two-hop transmission as shown:
Tcs;i ¼TCRTSþ TCCTSþ TRRTSþ
8L
Rsd
 IðXÞ
þ 8L
Rrd
 ð1 IðXÞÞ þ 8L
Rrd
þ 2Tplcpþ 5TSIFS
þ TCACKþ TDIFSþ 6d
Finally, given the set of these equations, a nonlinear system
can be solved to determine Pu,i and si ("i= 1, 2, . . . , N).
Therefore, in the following sections, we can then derive the sys-
tem throughput.
5.3. Throughput
In this section, we drive an expression for the saturated
throughput of MCARD protocol in presence of transmission
errors. The saturated throughput S is deﬁned as a ratio of suc-
cessfully transmitted payload size over a randomly chosen slot
time duration:
S ¼ E½PL
E½TI þ E½TC þ E½TS þ E½TE
where E[PL] is the average payload size, E[TI] is the average
idle slot duration, E[TC] is the average collision slot duration,
E[TS] is the average successful transmission slot duration, and
E[TE] is the average slot duration due to erroneous
transmission.Where r is the slot time size and the probability that there is
at least one node transmitting in the considered time slot is Ptr
E½TI ¼ ð1 PtrÞr
EdTCe ¼ PdcTdc þ PccTcc
where Pdc is collision probability in direct transmission, P
c
c is
collision probability in cooperative transmission, Tdc and T
c
c
are collision time in direct and cooperative transmission,
respectively.
E½TS ¼ E½Tds  þ E½Tcs1 þ E½Tcs2
where Tds is successful time in direct transmission, T
c
s1 is suc-
cessful time in cooperative transmission where source node
at zone III and Tcs2 is successful time in cooperative transmis-
sion where source node at zone IV.
E Tds
  ¼X4
j¼1
Tds;j
XNdi
k¼1
Ps;kð1 Pe;kÞ
E TcS1
  ¼X3
i¼1
X3
j¼1
XN4ði;jÞ
k¼1
Tcs;kPs;kð1 Pe;kÞ
" #
; at i ¼ 3 j – 3
E TcS2
  ¼X2
i¼1
X2
j¼1
XN3ði;jÞ
k¼1
Tcs;kPs;kð1 Pe;kÞ
" #
E½TE ¼
XN
i¼1
Ps;i Iði 2 SdÞ
X4
k¼1
pdeiT
d
ei þ Iði 2 ScÞ
X4
k¼1
qceiT
c
ei
" #
where [x] is the smallest integer larger than x. IðxÞ is 1 if x is
true, and is 0 otherwise and Ps successful probability.
E½PL ¼8Ls
X4
i¼1
XNdi
j¼1
Ps;jð1Pe;jÞþ8ðLsþLrÞ

X3
i¼1
X3
j¼1
XN4ði;jÞ
k¼1
Ps;kð1Pe;kÞþ
X2
i¼1
X2
j¼1
XN3ði;jÞ
k¼1
Ps;kð1Pe;kÞ
" #6. Analytical and simulation results
To validate the above analysis, a proposed scenario with a
DOA of 60 is considered. Fig. 5 uses the UCA array topology
shown in Fig. 2. the array beamforming is synthesized using
the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [23] with a
swarm size of 50 and a maximum iterations of 1000. It is clear
that the array maximize the main lobe toward the desired angle
with a side lobe level approximately 8 dB.
The parameters used in simulation and analysis are set to
the default values speciﬁed in IEEE 802.11b standard which
are summarized in Table 1. as shown here.
Assuming certain topology for networks, the location of the
nodes with respect to the AP is major constrain. The proposed
protocol is performed and evaluated when packets are trans-
mitted at different rates. Speciﬁcally, the distance set to
50 m, 65 m, 75 m and 100 m are thresholds for 11 Mbps,
5.5 Mbps, 2 Mbps and 1 Mbps, respectively. In order to dis-
tances vs. the data rates are used for demonstration purposes,
which can be varied in reality. The packets arrive in the net-
Fig. 5 Show the relation between array factor and angles 0:360.
Table 1 Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
(bits)
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Mac header 272 Slot time 20 ls CWmin 31 slots
PHY header 192 SIFS 10 ls CWmax 1023 slots
RTS 352 DIFS 50 ls PLCP rate 1 Mbps
CTS 304 CRTS 400 bits ls RRTS 304 bits
ACK 304 CCTS 306 bits CACK 306 bits
Fig. 6 Throughput vs. packet length under ideal channel,
N= 30 nodes.
Fig. 7 Throughput vs. network size under ideal channel,
L= 1024 byte.
Fig. 8 Throughput vs. packet length at BER= 2 \ 105.
38 A. Magdy et al.work according to the Poisson distribution, and the trafﬁc is
uniformly distributed across all the nodes in the network.
In Fig. 6, we compare the throughput achieved by the
MCARD, CARD (with omnidirectional antenna instead of
directional), CoopMAC, and IEEE 802.11b protocols under
ideal channel conditions. As the network size, i.e. packet
length by byte, increases the throughput achieved by MCARD
than CARD, CoopMAC and IEEE 802.11b protocols.
Protocols increase exponentially as packet length increases.
However, the MCARD protocol achieves a higher throughput
than CARD because CARD (relay node cannot forward its
own data until received the data from source to send two withother), but MCARD (relay node forward its own data inde-
pendent on the data received from source). MCARD protocol
achieves a higher throughput than other techniques. This is be-
cause the MCARD protocol achieves both cooperative diver-
sity gain and cooperative multiplexing gain at ideal channel.
The relation between throughput and network size at ﬁxed
packet length 1024 as shown in Fig. 7, ﬁrst in 802.11b the
throughput is approximately constant when network size in-
crease, but in each of CARD and Coop-MAC the throughput
increases with increase in of network size. On the other hand,
the throughput realized by MCARD increases as the number
of nodes increases. Focus on the higher throughput is achieved
by MCARD. For example, MCARD achieve throughput
higher than 802.11b up to 170%, in Coop-MAC up to 50%
and CARD approximately to 10%.
As shown in Fig. 8, the MCARD protocol can achieve
throughput more than that can be achieved by the CARD with
omnidirectional antenna protocol when the number of nodes is
30 nodes.
On the contrary, the CoopMAC protocol achieves only
cooperative diversity gain, where the relay node forwards only
the information of the source node to the AP.
The channel conditions are one of the critical parameters that
can affect the performance of the WLANs. It is then important
to study the effect of the imperfect channel conditions on the
throughput that can be achieved by the MCARD protocol.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the relationship between throughput and
packet length-based constant network size under different chan-
Fig. 9 Throughput vs. packet length at BER = 6 \ 105.
Modiﬁed Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data (MCARD) 39nel conditions for the MCARD protocols. The throughput per-
formance under BER= 6 · 105 is given as shown in Fig. 9.
As the channel quality becomes poor, the throughput of the
three protocols decreases. The reason is that the probability of
packet errors increases as the channel conditions becomes
poor. Consequently, the number of retransmission retries,
and the transmission time to deliver the data packet to the
AP also increases. Even if the channel conditions become
imperfect, the MCARD protocol outperforms become low
again. For example, the throughput that can be achieved by
the MCARD when the BER = 6 · 105 is higher than the
throughput that can be achieved by the CARD protocol.
Therefore, the MCARD protocol is more reliable than the
existing CARD, 802.11b and CoopMAC protocols and the
most reliable is MCARD.
It is well known that the packet length has a major effect on
the performance of any MAC protocol. Therefore, in Fig. 6, we
study the effect of the packet length on the throughput perfor-
mance of the 802.11b, CoopMAC, CARD and MCARD pro-
tocols under ideal channel conditions and a ﬁxed number of
nodes which is selected to be 30 nodes. The packet size is chan-
ged from 400 bytes, at which the RTS/CTS transmission tech-
nique can be used in the standard IEEE 802.11b, to 2000 byte
which is approximately the maximum packet length supported
by the IEEE 802.11b. When the packet length increases, the
throughput can be achieved by the 802.11b, CoopMAC,
CARD and MCARD protocols increase. The reason is that
the overhead including the PLCP header and control frames
is reduced when the packet length increases. The MCARD pro-
tocol outperforms the CARD, 802.11b and CoopMAC proto-
cols under different packet lengths from the minimum to the
maximum value. As shown in Fig. 6, the throughput achieved
by the MCARD protocol is up to 170% more than the
802.11b throughput and is up to 50% more the CoopMAC
throughput, but CARD protocol is up to 155% more than
the 802.11b throughput and is up to 35% more the CoopMAC
throughput. In addition, the throughput of the MCARD is
close to the maximum throughput (which is 5 Mbps) that can
be achieved when all of the nodes are running at the maximum
transmission rate which is 11 Mbps.
7. Conclusions
A modiﬁed Medium Access Control protocol is proposed in
this paper, called Modiﬁed Cooperative Access with Relay’sData based Directional Antenna (MCARD) for multi-rate
WLANs. MCARD uses the best relay node to improve the
overall transmission rate for low data-rate nodes. More impor-
tantly, MCARD enables a relay node to transmit its own data
packet without the handshake procedure for accessing the
channel. In doing so, MCARD for ﬁrst time provides a novel
transmission mechanism for the relay node and therefore can
achieve both cooperative diversity gain and multiplexing gain.
Compared with the IEEE 802.11b standard, the signaling
changes and overheads in MCARD are minimum, thus making
MCARD fully compatible with the IEEE 802.11b standard and
suitable for coexisting with the standard DCF protocols. A new
cross-layer analytical approach is developed to evaluate the
performance of MCARD under dynamic wireless channel con-
ditions. Analytical results show that, compared with other
cooperative MAC protocols, under the MCARD protocol the
overall system throughput can be signiﬁcantly improved under
different channel conditions. Since the throughput achieved by
the MCARD protocol is up to 170% more than the 802.11b
throughput and is up to 50% more than the CoopMAC, in
addition, with CARD by 10% throughput under ideal channel
conditions with varying in packet length at ﬁxed number of
nodes and the same result is proved in another relation between
throughput and network size (number of nodes) at ﬁxed length.
In addition, the throughput of the MCARD protocols is close
to the maximum throughput (which is 5 Mbps) that can be
achieved when all of the nodes are running at the maximum
transmission rate, i.e. 11 Mbps. Finally, MCARD is more
reliable and higher throughput than CARD in different BER.References
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